
2017/2018 Operating and 
Capital Budget Summary of 
Changes Rationale Amount

Decrease to Operations
Decrease to many of the USC Operations as a result of 
the Fall Reading Break -$34,014.30

Transfers Out Increase
Transfers out was missing expenses related to Mustang 
Express. -$311,059.10

Increased Spoke 
Revenues

Increased Spoke revenues as a result of strong sales, 
and timeline for Spoke renovation approval being on 
time. $55,000.00

Increased Purple Store 
Revenue

Increased Purple Store Revenue by $5,000 to account for 
push in coin-locker rentals. $5,000.00

Increased cash injection
Increased cash injection to make up for 2015/2016 and 
2016/2017 overcollection on Occupancy. $40,000.00

Reviewed General 
Corporate Expenses 

Removed 7k from new survey line to better reflect needs 
of 2017/2018 survey, reviewed and received more 
accurate number for audit. $12,000.00

Removed Purple Bikes 
line and corrected 
Corporate/Admin 
Promotions 

Removed Purple Bikes line as it sits in Corporate/Admin 
Promotions and Commerical Partnerships. And got actual 
line total. $1,436.05

Removed duplication of 
Day care

Day care is covered as a transfers out and does not need 
to be in Operating Expenses. $10,544.00

Decreased Events and 
Building Services part time 
salaries 

Decreased E&BS part time salaries by 10k to better 
reflect need. $10,000.00

Decreased CS part time 
salaries

Decreased CS Part time salaries by 2k to better reflect 
need $2,000.00

Reviewed executive lines
Reviewed executive lines and found decreases where 
possible $3,000.00

Decreased Salaries and 
Benefits

Found an error in the Salaries and Benefits line and 
decreased it accordingly. $119,013.00

Increased the Base Fee Increased the Base fee by $2.64 $80,459.07
Decreased Occupancy 
Expense

Decreased Occupancy expense to reflect actual inflation 
confirmed by Western.



Increased enrollment

Increased main campus enrollment by 150 as a result of 
updated numbers from the Western Standing Committee 
of University Planning. The 150 increase is closer to the 
numbers they have projected, while remaining 
conservative. 150 students


